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Dear Readers,

The READ Editorial Team wants to thank all who submitted a manuscript!!

We hope you enjoy reading the third issue of this journal. The theme for this issue is: Globalizing Digital Literacies.

The theme for the June 2017 publication is: (Re) envisioning Literacy for Struggling Readers.

The theme for the December 2017 publication will be an unthemed issue. We invite Feature Article and Column submissions that offer a variety of viewpoints and visions related to literacy in the 21st century. The viewpoints and visions can be across multiple settings and modalities. This issue will contain an assortment of articles that helps to expand our viewpoints and visions about literacy education and literacy practices.

Please go to the website to review submission guidelines: https://www.shsu.edu/academics/language-literacy-and-special-populations/read-journal/

We look forward to reading your manuscript!

Sincerely,

READ Editorial Team!!
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